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Headline: Patent Litigation on the Rise     
Source: PatentlyO, March 2012 (data from Chipworks)
New Threats ...   
PAE 
Lawsuits
Competitor 
and other 
lawsuits
Source: PatentlyO, March 2012 (data from Chipworks)
New Opportunities 
Defense 1.0 – protection against competitors
Defense 2.0 – protection against competitors 
and patent assertion entities…using in part the       
patent marketplace
Colleen V. Chien, From Arms Race to Marketplace: The New 
Complex Patent Ecosystem and Its Implications for the Patent 
System, HASTINGS L.J., Vol. 62, p. 297, December 2010.  See: 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1703557
Where Does Patent Insurance Fit 
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Conventional Approaches (“Defense 1.0”)
Individual Solutions
 FTO Searches
 Defensive Publication
 Defensive Patenting
 Cross-Licensing
Collective Solutions
P t t P l a en  oo s
New Approaches (“Defense 2.0”)
Individual Solutions
 Offensive Defense Reexamination
 Contingency Defense
D f i A i iti e ens ve cqu s on 
Collective Solutions 
 Joint Defense 
 Insurance
 Market Intelligence
 Group/syndicated buying/pooling
 Defensive patent borrowing
Collective Solutions 
“The whole is greater safer than     
the sum of  its parts.”
But…
 Free Rider Problem
 Adverse Selection Problem  
 Coordination costs, Strange 
bedfellows Legal liability,  …
Specific Examples of Collective Solutions    
Collective Solutions
 Joint Defense 
 Insurance 
M k t I t lli ar e  n e gence 
 RPX (PAEs), Patent Freedom (PAEs)
 Group/syndicated buying/pooling 
 RPX (PAEs), OIN (PAE and competitor threats)
 Defensive patent borrowing
 Intellectual Ventures (competitor threats)
Defense 2.0 – Conventional Insurance   
Available for offensive and defensive purposes
Great demand, but sparse supply
Policies are expensive and contain lots of carve-
outs e g, . .
Biggest obstacles: Lack of transparency about      
costs (settlement data) and risk – difficult to 
calculate the actuarial tables
Bottom Line: Not there yet
Defense 2.0 – Conventional Insurance Ex.
Sellers include Lloyd’s, AGI and Chubb’s 
Target Customers: Sub $150M “no one 
wants to insure Cisco”   
But small fry can have big litigation       
exposure through Indemnity
 Very expensive policies: $40K for $50K      
of coverage
PAE Risk is different, diverse approaches 
Defense 2.0 – Open Invention Network
•Open Invention Network – Industrial Firms 
C itt d t O S d Li E d iomm e  o pen ource an  nux ngage  n 
Purchasing/Licensing of Patents to Create a Patent 
“No Fly Zone” around Linux
• Patent Acquisitions (past and current inventions)
• Directed Invention (Universities, Individual 
Inventors Acquired Patent-Centric SMEs),   
• Royalty Free Licenses
• One on One Assistance to Those Under Threat
ITC R f I iti ti•   e orm n a ve
• Linux Defenders
• OS “Peer to Patent”
• OS “Post-Issue Peer to Patent”
Defense 2.0 – Intellectual Ventures Defensive 
Offering: IP for Defense (IPFD)
IP-For-Defense “IPFD”Verizon Used IPFD to Address the Invention Gap vs. TiVo
When TiVo filed suit against Verizon and AT&T over alleged (or claimed) DVR 
infringement, Verizon was ready to respond with Intellectual Ventures’ patent 
“Apparatus and Method of Selecting Video programs Based on Viewers’                   
Preferences” and bring a counter suit to bear.
“assigned one of its members a patent to use as ammunition in a lawsuit”
February 26, 2010
“Verizon wields Myhrvold patent in dispute with TiVo over DVR tech”
February 25, 2010
“IV…has come to the defense of member Verizon”
All logos are believed to be trademarks of their respective companies
Defense 2 0 – RPX .  
Cost-effective NPE risk management solution
●Basic subscription model; 112 clients    
●Syndicated buying efforts
Leading participant in the secondary market for patents
●Preemptive buying in marketplace; 60 open market 
purchases
●Assertion/litigation settlements; 30 litigation deals 200+    ,  
dismissals
●$370M+ invested in defensive rights, 1950+ assets
Will t liti t t t●  never asser  or ga e pa en s
High-value patent market intelligence and insight
●Strategic patent counsel  
●Open market and litigation monitoring
●NPE, patent and litigation analyses
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